To determine the nature of face perception, several studies used the visual search paradigm, whereby subjects detect an odd target among distractors. When detection reaction time is set-size independent, the odd element is said to ''pop out'', reflecting a basic mechanism or map for the relevant feature. A number of previous studies suggested that schematic faces do not pop out. We show that natural face stimuli do pop out among assorted non-face objects. Animal faces, on the other hand, do not pop out from among the same assorted non-face objects. In addition, search for a face among distractors of another object category is easier than the reverse search, and face search is mediated by holistic face characteristics, rather than by face parts. Our results indicate that the association of pop out with elementary features and lower cortical areas may be incorrect. Instead, face search, and indeed all feature search, may reflect high-level activity with generalization over spatial and other property details.
Introduction
The human face is one of the most important object categories that we recognize and numerous studies suggest a unique processing mechanism within our visual system. Newborn infants prefer faces to other stimuli (e.g. Haaf & Bell, 1967; Muir, Humphrey, & Humphrey, 1994) , possibly reflecting an innate face detection mechanism. Inverted faces are harder to recognize than upright ones, an inversion effect that is significantly larger for faces than for other categories (Diamond & Carey, 1986; Kanwisher, Tong, & Nakayama, 1998; Tanaka & Farah, 1991) , suggesting that faces are processed holistically. The appearance of prosopagnosia, a neuropsychological condition that impairs the ability to recognize familiar faces whilst sparing normal object recognition implies a specific locus for face recognition (Barton, Press, Keenan, & OÕConnor, 2002; Warrington & James, 1967) . Numerous brain studies imply the existence of specific face recognition units and areas within the brain, including single cell recordings in monkey (infero-temporal cortex; Perrett, Rolls, & Caan, 1982) , human fMRI brain scans (the fusiform face area, FFA; Ishai, Ungerleider, Martin, & Haxby, 2000; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997) and event related potential studies (ERP; Carmel & Bentin, 2002) .
Several of the above findings have been criticized. The special processing abilities of the visual system for faces may derive from other factors, as for example the greater learned expertise for facial recognition or the fact that faces are commonly recognized at the subordinate level of categorization, whereas other objects are classified at the basic category level (Tarr & Gauthier, 2000) . More specifically, the face-inversion effect may also exist for other categories in which the subject has expertise, for example dogs (Diamond & Carey, 1986) . Prosopagnosia may only appear to be limited to faces, as this is an extremely homogeneous class compared to other objects (Levine & Calvanio, 1989) . As for the brain studies, both homogeneity and expertise seem to play a role in the recruitment of the FFA for certain stimuli (Gauthier, Skudlarski, Gore, & Anderson, 2000) , while the evidence for specific face recognition units is also consistent with a range of other possible explanations (Hasson, Levy, Behrmann, Hendler, & Malach, 2002; Kanwisher, 2001; Tarr & Gauthier, 2000) .
Visual search for faces
In order to try and clarify the case of face perception, several studies turned to the visual search paradigm. In this paradigm subjects are asked to detect an odd element, the target, in an array of distractors. When the reaction time for the detection of the odd element is independent of the number of distractors, the odd element is said to ''pop out'' (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) . This definition of pop out does not refer to the absolute reaction time, which may vary with task difficulty even for parallel searches (Santhi & Reeves, 2004) . Nothdurft (1993) used schematic drawings of faces, and failed to find pop out for all series except one. In this last experiment, the target was an upright drawing of a face with hair, while the distractors were these same drawings but inverted. However, in a control experiment, in which only the facial features were removed, but the hair remained, the target also popped out. The pop out was thus explained by the presence of a visual cue independent of the faces (hair orientation). Brown, Huey, and Findlay (1997) used black-andwhite photographs with the hair removed and set in ovoid templates in a special visual search paradigm, in which the target and distractors are presented in the periphery, around a fixation point. The subjects were asked to move their eyes to the target as quickly as possible, and their eye movements were recorded and analyzed in terms of accuracy and latency. Targets were upright or inverted faces with distractors being in the opposite orientation. The experiments in this study again failed to establish pop out for faces. The authors did find a practice effect specific for upright, but not inverted, faces. Subjects trained on upright face targets improved markedly in latency and accuracy for upright faces only, while those trained on inverted faces improved only slightly for both upright and inverted faces equally. The authors conclude that upright faces have a special status in tasks that require configural learning. Kuehn and Jolicoeur (1994) investigated the impact of the quality, orientation and similarity of the stimuli on the visual search for faces. Although they concluded that faces do not pop out on a background of distractors containing facial features, search for a face became markedly easier when the distractors looked less like faces. In one experiment, distractors were created by scrambling the features of a face along the two dimensions of top-down order and symmetry. The scrambled face that violated both dimensions was least effective as a distractor. When the distractor did not contain any facial features, but was a globe in the shape of a face, the upright face did pop out.
Other researchers have focused on questions of affect or identity. Hansen and Hansen (1988) reported that a face with an angry expression pops out of an array of happy faces. However, Purcell, Stewart, and Skov (1996) argued that this pop out effect was the result of an artifact of extraneous dark areas in the angry faces, which the subjects became aware of and used to detect the target. In sum, none of the above studies have conclusively found a pop out effect for visual search of faces on a background of inverted faces or other face like distractors. Finally, Tong and Nakayama (1999) studied visual search for subjectsÕ own faces versus unfamiliar faces and found persistent processing advantages for the own face.
The present experiments address the question of visual search for a face once again. We believe that the failure to detect a clear pop out effect in the above studies may have been due to the use of largely schematic drawings of faces, which were perhaps not sufficiently face-like, and the choice of distractors, which were perhaps too similar to faces. In a recent study, faces on scene-like distractors did pop out (Lewis & Edmonds, 2002) . Our experiments present subjects with more realistic line drawings or even photographs of faces, while distractors are drawings or photographs of other objects, and thus unlike the target faces.
The visual search paradigm
The visual search paradigm is associated with feature integration theory (FIT; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Souther, 1985) . When reaction time (RT) is set-size independent, the distinctive feature is said to be detected in parallel by a pre-attentive or spreadattention mechanism, called feature search or pop out, usually found when the odd element differs significantly from all the distractors by the same elemental feature, such as color. When RT increases linearly with array size, visual search is said to be serial, requiring sequential focused attention. This kind of search usually occurs when the target differs from the distractors by a conjunction of two or more basic features or when the difference is very small.
According to FIT, feature search is made possible by an explicit neuronal representation for the target feature, which does not overlap with the neuronal representation of the distractor features (Treisman & Souther, 1985) . Perceptual dimensions such as ''color'' or ''orientation'' are represented in separate continua of feature maps. Each of these maps represents one feature, such as ''red'' or ''green'' in the color continuum of maps, or ''vertical'' or ''horizontal'' for orientation. Focused attention is necessary to retrieve location information from these maps, but the presence and amount of activity in any given map can be detected without focused attention. Feature search is explained by categorical detection of the presence of activity anywhere in the relevant feature map.
The pre-attentive, parallel nature of the pop out mechanism-as well as the features that have commonly been used for these experiments-has led to the association of feature search with elementary visual features (Treisman, 1986) . This view was corroborated by empirical evidence (Treisman, 1985; Treisman & Souther, 1985) and other visual perception theories, such as the Julesz theory of textons, which also focused on the importance of elementary features for preattentive vision; (for a brief outline, see Julesz, 1984) . In the classical hierarchical view of the visual cortex, elementary features such as stimulus orientation and color are thought to be represented in lower cortical areas, such as V1, V2 (Desimone & Ungerleider, 1989; Hubel & Wiesel, 1959 ) A logical conclusion was that the mechanism of feature search is mediated by relatively low level visual cortical areas (Sagi & Julesz, 1986) . Hochstein and Ahissar (2002) have recently criticized the idea that a parallel low-level visual system is solely responsible for the pop out effect. Recent research suggests that more complex and higher level features such as 3D features (Enns & Rensink, 1991) or depth from shading (Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992) may also pop out, evidently ruling out a low-level representation. Feature search also seems to be influenced by such higher order concepts as mirror images: a bar with orientation À50°from the vertical is harder to find on a field of 50°distractors than on a field of 10°distractors (Wolfe, Friedman-Hill, Stewart, & OÕConnell, 1992) . Additional evidence for high-level, parallel categorization comes from animal vs. non-animal rapid categorization tasks, in which subjects are as fast responding to two simultaneously presented natural images as to a single image (Rousselet, Fabre-Thorpe, & Thorpe, 2002) .
As an alternative to the low-level parallel feature search mechanism, Hochstein and Ahissar (2002; see also Ahissar & Hochstein, 1997 ) present the following view: Feature search reflects high-level cortical activity based on large receptive fields, spread attention and generalization across the visual field, as demonstrated schematically in Fig. 1 . Serial conjunction search is based on later re-entry to lower level cortical areas and uses precise position information contained there to bind features veridically. Thus, while all perception initially follows a bottom-up hierarchical pathway, not all processing is available to consciousness. Instead, explicit perception begins at high-level cortical areas and proceeds in top-down fashion to incorporate more detailed, low-level information. This Reverse Hierarchy Theory (RHT) of perception distinguishes between two visual modes: vision at a glance, a high-level, rapid generalized visual mode, which guides the later stage of vision with scrutiny. The latter is a slower process based on focused attention and provides detailed information for explicit perception.
In this view, schematic faces and distractors may not be sufficiently different from each other to generate the pop out effect. It is precisely because we see faces so easily in schematic representations or even in the moon that face targets will not pop out on a background of distorted, but face-like distractors. High-level cortical activity could generalize both targets and distractors to the same category, which might be ''face'' or ''nonface'', depending on how schematic the faces actually are. Schematic faces donÕt pop out on similar schematic distractors in much the same way as a slanted line does not pop out on distractors whose orientation is only slightly different; they are generalized to the same category. Conversely, if the search for faces is indeed a high level effect, the amount of diversity within targets and within distractors should not influence the pop out effect. Different sizes, kinds and shapes of faces should still generalize to the category of faces, whereas different distractors should not influence the search for the basic category of faces. Experiment 1 tests these assumptions by using a variety of face photographs as targets and distractors of many different categories, colors and shapes, as in the examples in Fig. 2, top.
An interesting question is whether other high-level categories pop out as well. In Experiment 2 we investigated search for line drawings of houses, cars and faces, examples of which are shown in Fig. 3 . We also designed this experiment to test for the presence of search asymmetry: the easy detection of the presence of a feature but not of its absence. Search asymmetry is typically accounted for by the existence of a feature map encoding the presence of the feature, but no feature map detecting its absence (Treisman & Souther, 1985) . A search asymmetry in favor of faces would indicate the existence of a ''feature map'' for faces.
Animal faces are similar to human faces in a few striking aspects. Both animal and human faces contain the same amount and kind of facial features, in a very similar configuration. Does the rapid visual search for faces generalize to animal faces? Do animal faces pop out? Experiment 3 was designed to answer this question, and used animal face photographs as targets. Only photographs of common mammals were used, to increase similarity with human faces. An example of a stimulus is shown in Fig. 2 , bottom.
What elements of the face mediate the rapid search for human faces? Is the search based on certain salient, intrinsically human, face parts (e.g. an eye), or is it based on a more holistic facial percept? To answer these questions, we manipulated face photographs. Experiment 4 uses scrambled faces as targets; the photographs are cut into pieces and reassembled at random, as in the examples in Fig. 4 . In this kind of scrambling, the holistic face percept disappears, while salient facial features such as noses or eyes remain. If scrambled faces do not pop out, this would indicate that the rapid search for faces is not mediated by basic facial features. Experiment 4 also provided us with a control on low-level features such as color and contrast; if faces pop out because of a special facial color; scrambled faces should still pop out. If the rapid visual search for faces is not based on recognizing specific face parts, it would appear to be based on a holistic facial percept. The configuration of the whole face underlies the facial pop out effect. What does the configuration entail? Does it consist mainly of the inner features of the face (eyes, nose, cheeks and mouth) or is the outline of a face already sufficient to induce pop out? How do the different holistic facial configurations perform in relation to each other and in relation to a normal face? Experiment 5 was designed to investigate these questions. Target face photographs were manipulated to include only inner facial features, only outer facial features or both. Fig. 5 gives examples of both kinds of manipulation embedded in distractors.
We find that faces do pop out, confirming that rapid search can be a high-level phenomenon; there is a face vs. other objects search asymmetry, supporting presence of a face feature map; and scrambled faces do not pop out but either inner or outer face configurations do, suggesting face pop out depends on holistic processing. Taken together, these findings support the RHT view of early perception being high level. 
Methods
The four experiments we report here used variations of the same task paradigm.
Subjects
A total of 30 subjects participated in the experiments. Ten university graduate and undergraduate students participated in each of Experiments 1, 2 and 3. Five students participated in each of Experiments 4 and 5. There was no overlap between subjects for the different experiments; each subject completed only one experiment.
Stimuli
We adopt the standard diagnostic test for pop out, namely its performance with a reaction time that is independent of set-size-the number of elements in the array. For this reason, we used a variety of array sizes, 4 · 4, 6 · 6 and 8 · 8 elements with the same inter-item spacing, for these experiments. This is considerably more elements than is standard for such search experiments. Pictures were selected for clarity of presentation by one of the authors (OH) for possibility of immediate, at a glance recognition of the overall object category (''musical instrument'', ''street scene'' etc.) at the stimulus size. In practice, this meant that pictures that were blurred, too dark or too cluttered were discarded.
For Experiment 1, search arrays of the three different sizes were created by an in-house software package. Targets were chosen from 85 color photographs of faces of disparate gender, race, age and viewpoint, and distractors were chosen randomly from 255 color photographs of other objects. (For the 16 item arrays, about 40% of stimuli included at least one distractor repetition, while for the 64 item arrays, almost all stimuli contained at least one repeated distractor.) Pictures of faces were downloaded from standard public domain databases and Microsoft Photo Gallery (http://dgl.microsoft.com/) and comprised a wide range of sizes-from 21% to 70% of the photograph size. Pictures from all categories in the Microsoft Photo Gallery were used for distractors. These comprised many different common and not so common objects and scenes of different sizes, shapes, colors and viewpoints. Pictures were selected for clarity of presentation.
For Experiment 2, stimuli were created by an inhouse software package from line drawings of cars, faces and houses. Line drawings were produced by taking photographs from standard public domain databases and manipulating them with Photoshop tools (sharpening edges, threshold etc.) and comprised many different sizes, shapes and viewpoints.
For Experiment 3, 90 animal face photographs were selected for clarity, and edges were cut away where possible to enlarge the animal in the final display. Animal face photographs were selected for similarity to human faces. To increase similarity to human face configurations and features, only common mammals were used. Distractors were the same set of distractors used in Experiment 1. Animal photographs were removed from the distractor set.
Experiments 4 and 5 used targets and distractors of the first experiment. In Experiment 4 both faces and distractors were scrambled by different degrees of scrambling (1, 4, 9, or 16 pieces). Each search array included only faces and distractors with the same degree of scrambling. Scrambling the distractors was necessary as we found that any scrambled picture could be detected in an array of non-scrambled photos. For Experiment 5, target faces were manipulated with Photoshop tools to include either only inner facial features, with the outer rim of the face being blurred, or only outer facial features, with the inner part of the face being blurred. In addition, regular whole faces were used as targets in Experiment 5. Distractors were not manipulated, as a blurred picture was not easily detected among non-blurred photos.
Targets were placed at random at each location in the search array. An in-house package presented search arrays on a 17 00 monitor set to a resolution of 1024 · 760 pixels at a viewing distance of approximately 40 cm. In Experiment 1, 3, 4 and 5, elements subtended no more than 2.5°by 2.5°of visual angle, with an additional average distance between elements of 1.25°( width) and 0.25°(height). In Experiment 2, elements of the array did not subtend more than 4.5°(width) by 4°(height) of visual angle, with no additional space between elements of the array beyond the natural frames around each line drawing. Random jitter was introduced to disturb alignment of the elements; maximum jitter was 0.2°(horizontal) and 0.5°(vertical). All search arrays were rectangular and centered on the midpoint of the screen.
Procedure
Experiment 1 was divided in 2 blocks of 384 trials, presented pseudo-randomly so that all sizes, target positions and target presence/absence conditions were equally divided in each block. Subjects took a 5-10 min break between blocks.
Experiment 2 was divided into 12 blocks, each of 45 presentations. Each block contained one possible target category (faces, cars or houses), but both possible distractor categories (cars and houses, faces and houses, or faces and cars, respectively). Target present stimuli comprised half of each block. Every target category appeared in four blocks. The order of the blocks differed across subjects, but a target category block was always separated from another block of the same target category by two blocks; one for each of the other two target categories. Subjects were told they could take a break between any two blocks; most subjects took small pauses in front of the computer screen between blocks and a bigger break out of the experimental room after about 6 blocks.
Experiment 3 consisted of two blocks of 400 stimuli, presented pseudo-randomly so that all sizes, target positions and target presence/absence conditions were equally divided in each block. Subjects took a 5-10 min break between blocks.
Experiment 4 consisted of two blocks of 420 stimuli, which were created pseudo-randomly so that all sizes, target presence/absence conditions, target positions and degrees of scrambling were equally divided in each block. The different degrees of scrambling were presented in interleaved fashion, not divided into blocks. Experiment 5 consisted of two blocks of 400 stimuli, again created pseudo-randomly so that all sizes, target presence conditions and target manipulations were equally divided in each block. A subset of 29 of the target faces of Experiment 1 were manipulated as described above, each face was shown in all possible manipulations.
Subjects viewed the stimuli and reported as accurately and as quickly as possible whether they contained a pre-specified target category. Instructions appeared on the screen at the start of each block. Subjects indicated that they had read the instructions by a right mouse click. A fixation-cross appeared in the center of the screen. Subjects were asked to fixate the fixation cross before the trial began, but they were free to make eye movements during the trial. Following another right mouse click, the search array appeared. The search array remained on the screen until the subject made his or her response by means of the mouse (right mouse click for target present, left mouse click for target absent) and reaction time was measured. In Experiments 1, 3, 4 and 5 a computer-generated tone provided negative feedback after errors.
Results

Experiment 1: Face photographs
In Experiment 1 subjects were shown an array of 16, 36 or 64 photographs, half of which contained a photograph of a face, as demonstrated in Fig. 2 , top. Subjects were asked to respond as quickly as possible whether a face was present or absent, and their reaction time (RT) was measured. The mean response times and d 0 values for Experiment 1 are shown graphically in Fig.  6 . Best-fitting lines were calculated by linear regression. The average face-present slope was 6 ms/item, and the average face-absent slope was 23 ms/item. A cutoff rate of around 5-6 ms/item has been suggested for parallel search (Treisman & Souther, 1985) , while serial search commonly yields slopes of 20 ms/item and above. The relatively flat slope of the face-present condition strongly indicates a parallel rather than a serial search mechanism for the target present condition. This result is especially telling when taking into account the extremely heterogeneous nature of both targets and distractors. Our experiment also used a relatively large range of set sizes, as most studies used a small range compared to our range of 16-64 elements, which is an increase by a factor of 4 and a difference of 48 elements! It thus seems that the present faces, at least, showed parallel search. What about the face absent stimuli? Clearly the search times for face absent stimuli increase with the number of items. However, while many occurrences of parallel search show a flat slope for the target absent condition, a flat target absent slope is not a requisite for parallel search (Treisman & Souther, 1985) .
Response times were analyzed by two-way ANOVA over target state (present vs. absent) and size of the search array (16, 36, 64 items) . Results of the analysis showed significant effects of both set size (F 2,18 = 32.0, p < 0.01) and of target state (F 1,9 = 29.8, p < 0.01) on the reaction time, and a significant interaction effect between target state and set size (F 2,18 = 17.7, p < 0.01). Further analysis of the main effect of set size revealed this was a significant factor in both the ''face present'' (F 2,18 = 78.6, p < 0.01) and ''face absent'' (F 1,9 = 25.3, p < 0.01, note the violation of sphericity) conditions.
A possible reason for the slightly increasing RT with set-size for target present trials is the average increase in target eccentricity with number of elements. Since we used a full square array of elements, the elements of the small arrays were, on average, closer to the fixation cross. As the set size increased, targets were more likely to appear at peripheral locations, thus influencing RT (Carrasco, McLean, Katz, & Frieder, 1998) . Examining only the data where the odd element occurred in one of the central 16 locations over all three possible array sizes, we found that set-size slope was reduced to insignificance (F 2,18 = 3.6, p > 0.01).
Average accuracy scores for set sizes 16, 36 and 64 were 98%, 99% and 99% for face absent, and 96%, 91% and 86% for face present conditions, respectively. Average correct rates were analyzed by one-way ANOVA over the different set sizes. Results indicate that the change in accuracy was not significant (F 2,27 = 2.51, p > 0.05). A one-way ANOVA on values of d 0 again indicated that there was no significant change over the three set sizes (F 2,27 = 0.33, p ) 0.05). These results imply there was no speed-accuracy trade-off as set size increased.
The results of this experiment strongly suggest that the important and salient target category of faces is detected in parallel over the visual field. The relatively flat slope of the search function is all the more remarkable when the great diversity of target faces and distractors is taken into account. The successful pop out found for faces under these conditions points to a high level of generalization, thus providing evidence for a high-level visual system with the ability to process and generalize faces in parallel over the visual field. What happens to other high-level categories? Experiment 2 uses line drawings of three classes of possible targets: faces, houses and cars to address this issue.
Experiment 2: Line drawings
In Experiment 2 stimuli were arrays of line drawings of faces, cars and houses. Distractors were always homogeneous in object category, but disparate in category exemplar. Again, array size was 16, 36 or 64 elements, and half contained a drawing of the target category, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 . All six target-distractor pairs were tested; trial blocks contained a single target type but either distractor type.
Response times for Experiment 2 are shown graphically in Figs. 7 and 8. It is clear that faces were far easier to detect than cars or houses (F 2,18 = 26.7, p < 0.01). Response times were analyzed separately for each possible target category by means of three-way ANOVA over target state (present vs. absent), distractor category (cars, houses, faces) and search array size (16, 36, 64 items) . For the target category of faces, significant main effects were found for both target state (F 1,9 = 27.6, p < 0.01) and array size (F 2,18 = 36.1, p < 0.01), but not for distractor type. In addition, a significant interaction effect was found between target state and array size (F 2,18 = 28.9, p < 0.01).
For the target categories of cars and houses, all three main effects were significant (target state: F 1,9 = 19.1 and 16.5, p < 0.01, distractor type: F 1,9 = 17.1 and 33.3, p < 0.01, array size: F 2,18 = 23.8 and 46.6, p < 0.01). There were three significant interaction effects, for target state · array size, (F 2,18 = 10.3 p < 0.01 and 12.1, p < 0.05), for target state · distractor type (F 1,9 = 13.3, p < 0.01 and 10.0, p < 0.05) and for array size · distractor type (F 2,18 = 12.0 and 27.5, p < 0.01). The main effect of distractor type showed that it was easier to find a car or house on a background of faces than on a background of a non-face category (houses or cars, respectively).
To address the question of pop out for other high-level categories, we measure the slopes of best-fitting linear regression lines. It seems that faces are detected by a parallel search mechanism, whereas houses and cars are not, as determined, respectively, by the absence and presence of a set-size effect. The average RT slope for face-present was 3 ms/item, well below the 6 ms/item cutoff rate for parallel search (Treisman & Souther, 1985) . For face-absent, slopes were on average 35 ms/ item. For houses and cars, on the other hand, the average slopes for target-present were 28 and 17 ms/item, indicating serial search mechanisms. Target-absent slopes were 60 and 71 ms/item, respectively.
Error rates and d 0 values were analyzed for each target category separately. For faces, average accuracy scores for set sizes 16, 36 and 64 were 97%, 98% and 99% for face absent, and 98%, 98% and 98% for face present conditions, respectively. A one-way ANOVA on values of d 0 indicated that there was no significant change over the three set sizes (F 2,27 = 0.95, p > 0.05), indicating there was no speed-accuracy trade-off as set size increased. For cars, average accuracy scores for were 97%, 99% and 100% for car absent, and 90%, 83% and 84% for car present conditions, respectively, and d 0 values again did not change significantly. For houses, the corresponding accuracy scores were 99%, 98% and 98% for house absent, and 96%, 91% and 82% for house present search, and a significant change in d 0 values was found (F 2,27 = 3.58, p > 0.01). Why would non-face high-level categories, such as cars or houses, not be detected in parallel over the visual field? One possibility is a greater learned expertise for faces than for other objects. It is also possible that there exists some innate mechanism for faces, but not for other objects. Parallel search for a feature is usually explained by the existence of a feature map, a network of neurons detecting the presence of a single visual feature over the visual field. Our results imply that there is a feature map for faces, but no feature map for cars or houses. Such a feature map for faces is consistent with both options offered above; it could come about by greater learned expertise for faces, or be a built-in feature of the human visual system.
One indication for the existence of a feature map is search asymmetry, easy detection of the presence of a feature but not of its absence. A typical example is search for a Q-like shape among distractor O-like shapes (easy) versus an O-like shape among Q-shapes (hard). Search asymmetry is typically accounted for by the existence of a feature map encoding the presence of the feature, but no feature map detecting its absence (Treisman & Souther, 1985) . In the above-mentioned case, there is a feature map encoding presence of the tilted line (in the Q), but no feature map detecting its absence. Several researchers extended this interpretation of search asymmetry to include not only primitive features, but also more complex and cognitive relationships. For example, Levin and Angelone (2001) investigated search asymmetries in locating cross-race faces (i.e. faces of a different race than the subject) on backgrounds of same-race faces, which is easier than the reverse. They concluded that ''membership in a contrasting race'' is a perceptual feature.
Our results show a clear search asymmetry to the advantage of faces. The search for faces on backgrounds of cars or houses is easier than the reverse search for houses or cars on a background of faces (Fig. 8) . For stimuli with a face as target, average search times for target present stimuli were 928 ms on cars and 910 ms on houses. For stimuli with a car or house as target and face distractors average search times were 1237 and 1167 ms, respectively. Average search slopes indicate faces pop out on either cars or houses, with slopes of 3 and 4 ms/item, respectively, but the reverse is not true: cars and houses on faces yielded a slope of 13 and 10 ms/ item, respectively. (Slope asymmetries were tested by one-tailed paired t-test and found to be highly significant: T 9 = 3.3, p = 0.005 for cars vs. faces; T 9 = 3.7, p = 0.005 for houses vs. faces). These results imply that there is a feature map for faces, but no feature map for cars or houses. Experiments 4 and 5 focused on the elements of the face activating this feature map, but before that, we were interested to see whether the pop out effect for human faces would also occur for animal face photographs.
Experiment 3: Animal face photographs
Subjects were shown stimuli containing 16, 36 or 64 photographs, half of the stimuli containing an animal face photograph, selected for relative similarity to human face features and configurations (see Fig. 2 , bottom). Average response times are shown in Fig. 9 . To enable an easy comparison with the results for human face photographs, these results are repeated in Fig. 9 . The slopes of the graphs were calculated by linear regression. For stimuli in which the animal face was present, the average slope was 22 ms/item, far above the cutoff for parallel search of 5-6 ms/item. For face absent stimuli the slope was 59 ms/item. Average accuracy rates for all stimulus sizes were: 16 items; 92% (animal face present), 99% (animal face absent), 36 items; 86% and 99% respectively, 64 items; 83% and 99%. The lower accuracy rates for target present stimuli again indicate that it was more common for subjects to miss an animal than to mistakenly identify an animal where there was none. This is similar to the accuracy rates for the experiment with human face photographs. Search times were analyzed by two-way ANOVA over target state (present vs. absent) and size of the search array (16, 36, 64 items) . Results of the analysis showed significant effects of both set size (F 2,18 = 38.4, p ( 0.01) and of target state (F 1,9 = 35.8, p ( 0.01) on the reaction time, and a significant interaction effect between target state and set size (F 2,18 = 35.9, p ( 0.01).
We compared the average search times and search slopes of the ten subjects who searched for human face photographs in Experiment 1 with the ten subjects of the current experiment, in which the targets were animal face photographs. (Fig. 10 ) Average reaction times were significantly smaller in the search for human faces than in the search for animal faces. Search slopes for human faces are significantly lower than for animal faces in both target present (F 1,18 = 20.7, p < 0.01) and target absent (F 1,18 = 12.1, p < 0.01) conditions. It appears that animal faces, despite superficial similarities to human faces in facial features, overall configuration, and spatial frequency, do not pop out of a visual search array. An additional conclusion is that the symmetry of the face is not sufficient to create a pop out effect, as the animal faces used here share the symmetrical configuration of human faces. It is also interesting to note that in RSVP paradigms, no difference was found in speed of identification for human or animal faces (Rousselet, Mace, & Fabre-Thorpe, 2003) . This seems to indicate a different underlying process for parallel human face search and rapid serial picture identification.
The comparison of slopes shows a far greater spread for subjects who searched for animal faces than for subjects who searched for human faces. To quantify the differences in spread, LeveneÕs test for the equality of variances was performed. For target absent slopes, the variance of human and animal face search slopes was not significantly different (F 1,18 = 4.2, p > 0.05), while for target present slopes the variances were significantly different (F 1,18 = 12.1, p < 0.01) for the two target types. (This is a violation of the assumption of equality of var- iance needed for ANOVA tests, the results of which were described above. However, the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test concurred with the results of the ANOVA, showing that human face present slopes are significantly lower than animal face present slopes.) The difference in spread for target present stimuli shows that animal face search is more influenced by individual differences, while human face search remains relatively stable across subjects. This difference may derive from the fact that we are all experts when it comes to human faces, but there is a large variation in the degree of our expertise with animal faces.
Experiment 4: Scrambled faces
We now ask what it is about a face that mediates the rapid visual search for faces. Is the presence of face features by themselves sufficient for pop out or is the holistic arrangement of these features important? For Experiment 4 we took a sub-set of the pictures of faces that were used in Experiment 1 and cut them into 4, 9, or 16 pieces and then scrambled these pieces randomly, reassembling them into new pictures. The same cutscramble-reassemble procedure was performed on distractor pictures.
Average reaction times for Experiment 4 are shown graphically in Fig. 11 . In general, responses to stimuli with a target present were faster than to stimuli with the target absent, and the more scrambled a stimulus, the harder it was to perform the task, as evidenced both by longer response times and higher error rates.
Response times were analyzed by means of a threeway ANOVA over target state (present vs. absent), level of scrambling (1 = no scrambling, 4, 9 or 16 pieces) and size of the search array (16, 36, 64 items). Significant main effects were found for all three variables (target state: F 1,4 = 85.7; level of scrambling: F 3,12 = 105.1; setsize: F 2,8 = 41.0; p < 0.01 for all cases). In addition, there were two significant interaction effects between target state and set-size (F 2,8 = 31.9, p < 0.01) and scrambling level and set-size (F 6,24 = 19.9, p < 0.01). Search times for all target present conditions fell below target absent conditions, with the exception that target absent search with no scrambling was faster than face present detection with 16-piece scrambling. Error rates clearly showed the increasing difficulty with increasing levels of scrambling, with average error rates for target present and absent conditions, respectively, of 3%, 1% (no scrambling), 16%, 6% (4 pieces), 21%, 10% (9 pieces) and 28%, 28% (16 pieces). Target present error rates were higher than target absent error rates, presumably reflecting subjectsÕ conservative answering, which caused them to miss more present faces than to falsely ''detect'' absent faces.
The goal of the experiment was to investigate whether any low level features of the faces, such as color, brightness or contrast could account for the pop out effect of faces. More specifically, we also wished to see whether facial parts, such as the eyes or the mouth, mediate the pop out effect. Faces were scrambled in such a way that facial parts were still quite easily recognizable, but the holistic face percept was not. If scrambled faces would not pop out, this would discount both the mediation of single facial features and of low-level properties such as color or brightness.
Our results indicate that scrambled faces do not pop out. Linear-regression lines were calculated to the average response times. Focusing only on the target present condition, it is clear that scrambled faces were not detected in parallel: search slopes were always far above the 6 ms/item criterion for rapid search (17 ms/item without scrambling; 35 ms/item with 4 pieces; 51 ms/ item for 9 pieces and 51 ms/item with 16 pieces). We conclude that low level properties and single facial features do not mediate the rapid search for human faces.
The scrambling process results in additional linear contours. In a separate experiment (suggested by a reviewer of a previous version of this paper), we investigated the effect of such linear contours on nonscrambled faces. We found no significant difference between faces without contours or with contours dividing the non-scrambled faces into 4, 9 or 16 parts, in either reaction time or set-size slope.
Interestingly, in Experiment 4, the set-size slope for whole faces (condition 1p) is considerably greater than in Experiment 1, probably because of the interleaving of the different scrambling conditions. We hypothesize that the high level mechanism underlying rapid facial search relies on a high level, holistic face percept. The scrambled stimuli force subjects to focus on single facial features and thus disrupts the workings of the high level mechanism, even in the case of a whole, non-scrambled face. Our next experiment focuses on the nature of the holistic face percept.
Experiment 5: Inner and outer facial features
Having found that face pop out depends on more than the face parts, we now ask what holistic aspect of a face is needed for rapid recognition. In Experiment 5, we manipulated face photographs to include only inner facial features, only outer facial features or both inner and outer facial features. Response times for this experiment are shown graphically in Fig. 12 . Both kinds of manipulated face targets yielded very similar response times, while the performance on whole faces was markedly better. As in the previous experiments, search times for target present stimuli were lower than search times for target absent stimuli.
Results were analyzed by means of a two-way ANO-VA over the two independent variables: target (not present, inner face, outer face, regular face) and the size of the search array (16, 36, and 64). Significant main effects were found for target state (F 3,12 = 10.9, p < 0.01) and size of the search array (F 2,8 = 19.7, p < 0.01). The interaction effect between target state and array size was found to be significant as well (F 6,24 = 10.7, p < 0.01).
Average search times for the different target conditions over all sizes were: 1533 ms (no face), 916 ms (inner face), 933 ms (outer face) and 843 ms (whole face). Bestfitting lines to average search times were calculated by linear regression. For inner features only, the average search slope was 6 ms/item, while for outer features only, the average search slope was identical, again 6 ms/item.
For non-manipulated faces the average search slope was slightly lower, 4 ms/item. In the target absent condition, the slope was significantly steeper, 24 ms/item.
Accuracy rates for set sizes of 16, 36 and 64 elements were 95%, 93% and 89% for the inner features only condition, 93%, 90% and 88% for the outer features only condition, and 96%, 96% and 93% for the whole face condition, respectively. Accuracy rates for face absent trials were 99% for all respective set sizes. ANOVA analyses indicated that error changes did not change significantly over set sizes for any of these conditions, indicating there was no speed-accuracy trade-off.
In this experiment, we investigated whether different holistic facial configurations would still induce a pop out effect. We also wished to know which kind of manipulation would be the most effective, and how it would compare to the regular, non-manipulated face. As is clear from our results, both holistic configurationsonly inner features and only outer features-were sufficient to create a pop out effect.
The pop out effect for the manipulated holistic faces gives strong evidence that the rapid visual search for faces is indeed based on a high level holistic facial percept, as claimed by Reverse Hierarchy Theory. Especially surprising is the pop out of the faces with only outer features, faces without eyes, a nose and a mouth. We asked whether outer faces may be more effective in the visual periphery, where receptive fields are larger and less sensitive to details, while inner faces are more effective in the center of the visual field, where receptive fields are smaller and more finely tuned. To test this assumption, we divided the possible target positions into two groups: the center four positions of the search array represented visual focus, while the other positions represented visual periphery. We then analyzed average response times by a two-way ANOVA over target positions in the visual field and target type. While the main effect of position was significant (central positions better than peripheral positions; p < 0.01), both the main effect for facial type and the interaction effect of facial type with target positions were not, suggesting that inner and outer features are equally effective in all retinal positions.
Pair-wise, post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons on the main effect of target type revealed that search times for the non-manipulated faces were slightly, but significantly, lower than for the manipulated faces. The lower search times for regular faces might indicate the existence of a probability summation effect: the visual system can use either inner or outer facial information to resolve the facial search, and it uses whatever is more readily available. In addition, the full-face slope is lower in Experiment 5 than in Experiment 1, which might be explained by the interleaving of the different target conditions, as discussed for Experiment 4, but this time, with a facilitatory effect. According to our overall hypothesis, rapid visual search for faces is mediated by a holistic face percept. Interleaving manipulated (inner or outer) faces may focus the visual system on holistic face percepts, rather than face parts, thus slightly facilitating search for regular faces.
Discussion
The results of our five experiments demonstrate that detection of human faces among a variety of objects is close to independent of the size of the search array, even when the background is comprised of distractors that differed widely in object category, color, shape and size. The great variety of distractors ensured that no one single basic level feature (such as shape or color) could be used to differentiate between the targets and the distractors. The generalization across many instances of the high-level face concept and across many different distractors leads us to suggest that this rapid, parallel search mechanism reflects properties of high-level, rather than low-level, visual cortical areas. The results are compatible with Reverse Hierarchy theory, which claims that feature search is not limited to basic, lowlevel features, but instead reflects high-level cortical activity, based on large, spread-attention receptive fields and a high level of generalization-the vision at a glance subsystem (Hochstein & Ahissar, 2002) .
Face search depends on dedicated expert populations of neurons found at high cortical levels. Because of the high level of generalization of the pop out mechanism, all instances of faces are classified as a ''face'', whereas all non-face distractors are generalized to a ''non-face'' category, something which could not occur with a low level search mechanism. For the very same reason, past literature did not find a facial pop out effect; target faces were always presented on backgrounds of distorted or inverted faces, which the high level visual search mechanism generalized to a ''face-like'' category.
The present experiment directly addressed the question of the level of the mechanism responsible for visual search. It showed that even when separate features (such as eyes, ears or nose, roundness, pinkness etc.) are available, they do not separately lead to pop out with heterogeneous distractors (e.g. in the scrambled faces or animal faces tasks), but holistic faces-certainly represented only at high cortical levels-do support set-size independent pop out.
Nevertheless, there are striking differences between search for faces and search for other, more classical, visual search targets such as slanted lines or colors. The (flat) reaction time for faces is about 1 second, while typical reaction times for very easy basic features are half this time. In addition, rapid visual search for faces generates nearly flat search slopes for target present trials, but quite steep slopes for target absent stimuli, whereas classical pop out usually yields flat slopes for both target present and absent trials (Treisman & Souther, 1985) .
One possible source of this difference may be the heterogeneity of distractors in our experiment compared with more classical search experiments. Several researchers suggested visual search is harder when heterogeneous distractors are used (e.g. Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Santhi & Reeves, 2004; Treisman, 1991) . Duncan and Humphreys (1989) useda variety of displays with tilted TÕs and LÕs, and found significantly longer search times and higher slopes for heterogeneous, as opposed to homogeneous distractors. In their model, visual search becomes more difficult with increasing similarity of the target to the distractors (TD similarity), and easier with increasing mutual similarity of distractors (DD similarity). In our experimental displays, the target face shares features, such as roundness, with some of the distractors, increasing TD similarity, while distractors are extremely heterogeneous, dramatically reducing DD similarity in comparison with other, easier visual search tasks. Treisman (1991) argued against the idea that these two kinds of similarity are sufficient to explain the differences between feature and conjunction search and showed that the difficulty in conjunction search cannot be solely explained through increased distractor heterogeneity. Nevertheless, feature search, itself, does become harder with increasing distractor heterogeneity. Finally, Santhi and Reeves (2004) investigated the influence of distractor heterogeneity on two types of search; feature search, where the target is known in advance, and oddity search, where the target is the ''odd one out'' and not defined in advance. Both types of search become more difficult with heterogeneous displays, and Feature Integration Theory (Treisman, 1991) easily explains this phenomenon by having heterogeneous distractors activate different feature maps.
Investigating the effect of homogeneous distractors on visual search for faces seems impossible by definition: homogeneous distractors will always differ from the target face in one or more identical basic features. Visual search could then be resolved by using these basic features instead of the face percept in itself, rendering the results invalid for face search. Thus, the use of heterogeneous distractors for our study, necessitated by the need to avoid simple feature differences, increased the difficulty of search, increasing the general RT, but importantly not the RT slope with set-size.
The steeper slope for target absent stimuli could also reflect a more philosophical conundrum; finding a face is clear proof that the face was present, whereas not finding a face does not prove unequivocally that the face is absent; it might simply have been missed. In this case, the longer search times for target absent stimuli may reflect a search strategy, related to the confidence of subjects. Subjects may feel confident of face presence following a rapid spread-attention view of the array, but not feel confident of face absence following such a brief viewing. If they do not rapidly detect a face, they may continue searching-with a fast but still serial search strategy, leading to the set-size dependence for target absent cases. It then still remains to be seen why subjects would be confident about the absence of a basic feature, such as the color green, but not about the absence of a face.
An intriguing possibility is that the steeper search slopes for face absent stimuli reflect a property of the face search mechanism itself. Whereas feature maps for basic stimuli categorically detect both absence and presence of the feature, the face feature map only detects presence, but not absence, of faces. That is, lack of detection of a basic feature (color, orientation, etc.) is sufficient for a confident determination that the feature is absent, while lack of detection of a face seems not to be accepted as sufficient for confident determination of face absence. This may be related to the presence of ambiguous face-like objects in the world (e.g. the ''face'' on Mars, a rock formation that resembles a face), which require scrutiny to be finally accepted or rejected as faces, whereas colors or orientations are not ambiguous. A single bifurcating threshold might be used for determining presence or absence of the color green or of a horizontal line, while the visual system might have two thresholds for determining, respectively, face presence and face absence. The range of stimuli that fall between these thresholds would be perceived as ambiguous, requiring further detailed visual scrutiny. If this assumption is correct, it has far reaching consequences for plausible neuronal models of face detection. Do other object categories pop out as well? In addition to the cars and houses in Experiment 2, we have conducted pilot studies with flowers, standard view cars and animals. Preliminary results indicate that search is not parallel for any of these categories. As noted above, Feature Integration Theory attributes successful parallel search to an explicit neuronal presentation for the target feature, which does not overlap with the neuronal presentation of the distractor features (Treisman & Souther, 1985) . We have shown psychophysical evidence supporting the conclusion that there is a separate feature map for faces, as well. Our findings indicate that faces do pop out from among a variety of distractors, and in addition, that there is a search asymmetry to the advantage of faces as compared to cars or houses. Our results coincide with recent fMRI results (Kanwisher et al., 1997) and single unit recordings (Perrett et al., 1982) , which indicate that the important category of faces is represented by specialized ''face cells'', which are located in expert cortical areas (e.g. FFA, the fusiform face area; Kanwisher et al., 1997) . These neuronal populations may constitute a feature map of sorts for the detection of faces. Experiments that used inverted or scrambled faces as distractors may have failed to show parallel detection of faces, since some face-specific neurons also react somewhat to inverted faces and to separately presented features. In this case, the difference in neuronal activation caused by the targets and the distractors may not be great enough (in localization, in amplitude or both) to create a pop out effect. On the other hand, the activation caused by scrambled faces is not in itself enough to yield a pop out of scrambled faces on assorted non-face distractors, as in Experiment 4. Neurophysiological studies show that more face-specific neurons are activated by faces in their normal configuration, than by face parts or scrambled faces (Rolls, Tovee, Purcell, Stewart, & Azzopardi, 1994) , explaining why regular faces would pop out while scrambled faces do not.
The failure of animal faces to pop out is surprising, as there are a number of similarities between the human and mammal faces used in this study. Human and animal faces share similar features arranged in similar configurations; two eyes arranged above one nose and one mouth. While facial overall symmetry, and especially symmetry of the eyes, would seem to be a useful feature to detect faces rapidly, failure of animal faces to pop out contradicts this account. In addition, the results discount the role of spatial frequency or frontal view representations in the detection of human faces, since animal faces have a similar spatial frequency and were all presented as frontal views. It is not immediately apparent what general distinction exists between the group of animal and human faces. For example, would human faces pop out on a background of animal face distractors? Another intriguing question is what would happen with stimuli that are ''morphed'' from human and animal faces.
We have shown some of the properties of the rapid human face search mechanism. One property of the mechanism is the possibility of activation by both inner and outer holistic face percepts in equal measure. The improvement of search times for whole faces compared to either inner or outer facial features indicates the existence of a probability summation effect; the visual system can use both inner and outer facial information to detect a face, and uses whatever is more readily available. More research is needed to resolve whether one or the other set of features is used predominantly in particular perceptual situations. One option seems to be that outer facial features will be used when the face is relatively blurred or far-off, while inner facial features are used when faces are nearby and in focus.
Another property of the face search mechanism is that scrambled faces do not seem to activate it adequately. While basic facial features were still recognizable in nearly all scrambled faces, reaction times increased with degree of scrambling, indicating the preference of the face detection mechanism for holistic faces. A related fMRI experiment (Lerner, Hendler, Ben-Bashat, Harel, & Malach, 2001) sheds some important light on this finding. In this experiment, subjects participated in a gender decision task with faces scrambled to different degrees. The fMRI results indicate that with decreasing degrees of facial scrambling, the locus of brain activation appears higher in the visual hierarchy. This finding supports the idea of a holistic, high-level face detection mechanism. In addition, comparing average search times for scrambled faces in our experiment with cortical sites demarcated by the fMRI results, leads to the following picture: Higher degrees of scrambling lead to longer average search times and activation at lower levels of the visual pathway, whereas lower degrees of scrambling lead to shorter average search times and activation high in the visual pathway, suggesting a reverse hierarchy.
